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1 BACKGROUND
1.1

The purchase and sale of tobacco on the Shubenacadie First Nation (“SFN” or
“the Nation” or “the Band”) reserve is governed by Provincial and Federal
legislation with respect to volume and taxation. The legislation provides for a
First Nation to purchase a quota of cigarettes and tobacco (collectively
referred to as “tobacco”) for resale on the reserve with reduced taxes. The
purchase and sale of the tobacco is the responsibility of the Nation and it is not
supported by any government funding.

1.2

The amount of monthly volume quota is based upon the population of the
Band. In the case of SFN, we understand the quota to be in the range of
6,100 to 6,800 cartons of cigarettes a month. All tobacco sold on the Nation is
delivered to the Tobacco Shop located in the Band Office building (“Tobacco
Shop”).

1.3

The sale of tobacco provides revenue for the Band. We were advised that the
funds generated by the tobacco sales were intended to fund youth sports and
the needs of seniors not covered by other funding. This would include heating
oil and medications.

1.4

Apparent losses in the Tobacco Shop were reported to Council by the auditors
in March 2012. Based upon this report and other discussions, concerns were
raised with respect to alleged unreported losses in the Tobacco Shop
including the unauthorized removal of inventory after hours. In addition,
monies from the Tobacco Shop were allegedly used to fund payroll and
welfare cheques.

1.5

Strict management of tobacco on the Nation needs to be enforced because of
the cash transactions related to the sale of tobacco and the tobacco itself is
often a target for illegal activity.

1.6

Unless otherwise stated the period of review is April 1, 2009 to March 31,
2012 (“Period of Review”).
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2 TOBACCO OPERATIONS
2.1

We performed a high level walk through of the tobacco operations to gain an
understanding of the flow of documents, product and money. We have not
conducted a detailed process and controls review. The following is a high
level overview of key operations and processes followed in the Tobacco Shop.
This discussion provides the basis for our observations.

General
2.2

The Tobacco Shop is managed by the finance department, but has its own
bank account, point of sale and accounting system. All withdrawals from the
tobacco bank account are processed by finance, however, the Tobacco Shop
has been responsible for the deposits. It is currently managed by Wayne
Howe (“W. Howe”). For a portion of the Period of Review it was managed by
Tammy Peter Paul.

2.3

The Tobacco Shop is open Monday to Friday during Band Office hours.

2.4

The Tobacco Shop is responsible for controlling the ordering of all tobacco
sold on the Nation. The tobacco is sold from the SFN Tobacco Shop, located
in the Band office, to individual members and convenience stores (“stores”) on
the Nation. These stores are owned or operated by members of the Band.
There are 10 stores which sell tobacco sourced from the Tobacco Shop, they
are as follows:



RBK – operated by Glenn Knockwood and owned by former Councillor Ron
Knockwood;



TLP – operated by Angela Paul and owned by Jerome Paul who was the
Fisheries Manager;



ODA – operated by Eugene Sylliboy who is related to Mary-Ellen Sylliboy;



M & M – operated by Tracy Knight and owned by Mary-Ellen Sylliboy;



Tuff Street – owned and operated by John Bernard;



Treaty Truck House – operated by Leander Paul who is the brother of
Jerome Paul;



Annie Paul’s Canteen– owned and operated by Annie Paul;



21 Meadow or DND – owned and operated by Darlene Bernard;



Harley Bear’s – is located off reserve and operated by Ann Marie Augustine
and owned in partnership with Jerry F. Sack; and,



Mars One Stop – owned and operated by Jason Mar.
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2.5

We were advised that Council is responsible for setting the sale price for
cigarettes; therefore the mark-up on the product.

Accounting and Management
2.6

The Tobacco Shop has a stand alone computer system to track the daily
transactions. There is also a point of sale (“POS”) terminal which is linked to
the accounting program.

2.7

During the Period of Review the Tobacco Shop used Simply Accounting and
Quickbooks accounting systems. According to the current manager, the
tobacco accounting system moved from the Simply Accounting system to a
POS system in 2012.

2.8

In addition to the sale of tobacco, transactions in the Tobacco Shop included
loans to Band members and payments to reimburse elders for medications or
heating oil. Funds were also released for emergency expenses such as
funerals and sports events. Based upon our discussions with the current
manager, the accounting system does not allow for the recording of these
transactions. For example, the Simply Accounting system allowed for the
tracking of non-tobacco transactions, such as loans.

2.9

The sign-in on the computer system has not changed or been updated. In
addition, the people who work in the Tobacco Shop share passwords and
logins. Therefore, it is not possible to attribute a transaction to a specific
person.

2.10 Every item is programmed into the computer scanning system for sales.
2.11 We were advised that the staff often have difficulty with the system and are
prone to making mistakes which are not corrected. Mistakes in transactions
can negatively affect the financial results. Ongoing and repetitive mistakes
indicate that further training is required.
2.12 Monthly reports of sales and purchases are produced from the POS system in
the Tobacco Shop and filed in the Finance Department. We understand that
these reports are not reviewed.
Purchasing and Inventory
2.13 Tobacco is ordered by the Tobacco Manager from, Atlantic Wholesalers Ltd.,
a division of Loblaw Companies Limited (“Loblaw”). The collective orders are
submitted by fax from the Tobacco Shop.
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2.14 The stores fax their orders to the Tobacco Shop. The Tobacco Shop compiles
all the orders into one bulk order which is faxed to Loblaw. The shipment
would typically arrive within a couple of days of the order. When the shipment
arrives, it is up to the store owner or representative to come to the Tobacco
Shop to pick up their order.
2.15 Shipments are received twice weekly from Loblaw. The product is not counted
before it is moved to the storage room in the Tobacco Shop. The stock
received is not reconciled to the packing slip or invoice received from Loblaw.
2.16 It takes two (2) days to prepare the store orders when the shipments are
received from Loblaw.
2.17 To maintain the monthly quota, all cigarettes must be sold from the Tobacco
Shop each month. We understand that unsold tobacco is shipped to the
stores but we are not aware of a protocol with respect to this distribution, i.e.
which stores receive the unsold tobacco.
2.18 Although the tobacco is kept in a separate storage room, there is opportunity
for movement of the cartons of cigarettes without recording it as there is free
movement between the retail section of the shop and the storage room. All
Tobacco Shop employees have free access between these rooms.
2.19 Tobacco inventory is counted every month end but the count is not reconciled
to any of the sales records. Although we were advised that all tobacco is to be
sold each month we observed minor amounts of tobacco when we were
present at month end.
2.20 Loblaw had typically been paid by direct withdrawal from the tobacco bank
account, however, due to cash flow issues there were insufficient funds in the
tobacco account and the withdrawals were not completed. As a result Loblaw
demanded only cash payments and on two occasions applied the rebate
amount to their customer account. The rebate is discussed in a Section 3 of
this Appendix.
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Sales
2.21 In order to turn a profit, the tobacco is sold with a mark up to individuals and
stores. In addition to the standard mark-up, a $1.00 increase in the sale price
of a carton of cigarettes was applied in 2008/2009 with a specific function to
raise money for the youth sports programs. The Council Minutes on July 14
2009, show that Councillor R. Augustine raised concerns about the $1.00 levy
per carton of cigarettes and wanted to know where the money was going. He
made a motion to place the monies in a separate budget to be shown on the
monthly financial statement. This motion was passed, however, neither a
separate budget nor reporting has been found. The levy is effectively included
in the profits from tobacco sales.
2.22 Although the cigarettes are received in cartons they are often sold by the pack.
Generally there are eight (8) packs of cigarettes per carton. Cartons are
broken down to individual packs at the Tobacco Shop for sale to the Band
members. There is no record or input into the sales system to track the price
differential between a carton versus individual packs. There is a risk that
cigarette packages could be given away or stolen without detection.
2.23 Prior to 2012 we were advised that sales to the stores could be made “on
account”. However, due to collection issues, this practice has stopped and
SFN accepts cash or cheque for payment from the stores. W. Howe advised
that if cheques are returned NSF, then other sales to the store would not occur
until full payment was received. Near the end of each month, if there are
cartons leftover from the sales in the Tobacco Shop, he will contact the stores
to take on the excess stock. This is conducted as all tobacco must be sold in
order to receive the full quota for the following month.
2.24 The sales in the accounting and POS systems were not being reconciled to
the sales receipts at the end of each day.
Cash and Payments
2.25 There is a $100 float maintained for the one cash register. Receipts (cash and
cheques) were deposited when necessary rather than daily as recommended
for a retail operation. The Tobacco Shop employees are responsible for
preparing and making deposits. There were typically two to three employees,
therefore a potential for a lack of segregation of duties. Change, including one
and two dollar coins, is not deposited but held in an unsecured area in the
Tobacco Shop. We understand that the amount of change can be significant.
2.26 Disbursements from the cash receipts included the following:


Loans;
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Reimbursements to seniors;



Funding for funerals, emergencies;



Funding for sports;



Donations;



To cash social cheques; and,



To cash payroll cheques.

2.27 Loans to members are recorded on a hand written list, however
reimbursements to seniors were recorded in the accounting system. Seniors
typically will bring in a receipt or bill that shows the amount owing (heat,
medicine etc.) and based upon the document, they will be given an equivalent
amount. When a request is made by a senior where the bill has not been
paid, the process is to direct the person to the Finance Department for
assistance. We understand that this was not always done.
2.28 There is no clear tracking system on a month to month basis for the advances,
loans, or payments due back to the Tobacco Shop. We understand that loans
to Band members have been suspended.
2.29 A listing of seniors eligible for assistance with medical and fuel assistance was
not kept in the Tobacco Shop. Therefore, it was possible for amounts to be
given to ineligible seniors. If the practice were to continue, an up to date
listing from social would assist the Tobacco Shop employees with identifying
which seniors were eligible for this type of subsidy.
2.30 Funding for funerals, emergencies or sports were typically evidenced by a
manually prepared disbursement receipt, also referred to as an A/R detail
sheet. The practice was that the receipt should be signed by the Chief or a
Councillor. Donations were to be handled in the same manner. The
disbursement was to be entered into the accounting or POS system. Although
approval from the Chief or a Councillor was required we note that there was
no system in place or reporting to advise the Council how much had been
spent in this manner.
2.31 Like loans to Band members, advances on social cheques are kept on
separate sheets in the Tobacco Shop and not recorded on to the POS system.
These amounts continue to be outstanding with no definitive way of telling how
much is owed and how much has been repaid. The unrecorded loans and
advances likely comprised part of the losses in the Tobacco Shop.
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2.32 There was a time when there were insufficient funds in the social and general
bank accounts to accommodate the regular social and payroll cheques. As a
result, members and employees were directed to the Tobacco Shop to cash
their cheques. We were advised that a $1 fee was charged to cash a social
cheque however, this practice has stopped.
2.33 In addition, we were advised that the former Finance Manager would take
cash from the cash register to fund other programs. These were allegedly
large sums of money. We found a document signed by Council which says
that J. Hayes “borrowed $58 - $59 thousand from the Tobacco store.” The
document is dated September 20, 2011 and attached as Exhibit 1. There is
also a handwritten note on the bottom of the document that says “Gave
100,000 to Pete Adema” and it appears to be signed by Pete Adema. When
asked about this document J. Hayes said he likely did borrow the money but
he could not remember what for and did not have documentation to show if the
money had been returned. He was not aware of the $100,000 being given to
Pete Adema as noted on the document.
2.34 A cash and receipts summary is completed each day and at the end of each
month those reconciliations are sent to the Finance Department. We did a
high level review of several daily reconciliations and noted that sales were not
reconciled to deposits. They are not reviewed nor were the receivables for
loans to Band members tracked. We were advised by one Band member that
he had received an advance on his social cheque and he never repaid the
amount. This occurred several years ago.
Conclusion
2.35 There was a serious lack of policies and procedures in the Tobacco Shop. In
addition, there were no controls in place to guard against the loss of product or
sales receipts. The lack of documentation and reconciliations impaired our
ability to determine the amount of loss in the Tobacco Shop with any accuracy
or certainty. Based upon our interviews and review of documents, it is very
likely that losses were experienced in the Tobacco Shop, however the amount
that was potentially stolen versus contributed to the Community cannot be
determined.
2.36 Based upon the current processes it is possible for there to be losses of
receipts and product without the ability to pinpoint the origins of the loss,
quantity and who may be responsible.
2.37 Based upon the discussions with staff and former staff it appears that the cash
in the Tobacco Shop was easily available and used by senior staff members
without any controls or reconciliations.
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3 REBATE PROGRAM
3.1

The Loblaw rebate program was a system set up where an additional
“surcharge” was placed on the purchase price of cigarettes. Ralph Davidson,
a former sales representative at Loblaw, was responsible for the company’s
First Nations’ clients in Nova Scotia. He is reported to have met with SFN
representatives and introduced an opportunity for SFN to use monies from the
Tobacco Shop in order to fund projects and expenses. MNP was advised by
J. Hayes that Jerry F. Sack, Ann Marie Augustine and Tammy Peter Paul were
the principal contacts for those meetings. He further advised that the funds
generated by the rebate program were to be used for economic development
namely; the development of Wallace Hills.

3.2

The principal concept was that Loblaw would place a surcharge on the
purchase price of the tobacco which would be then be passed on to the
consumers. This surcharge was not a strict percentage but rather an arbitrary
amount applied to individual brands of cigarettes. The surcharge did not
appear to follow any correlation to sales. At the end of each month when SFN
had paid the Loblaw invoices, including the surcharge, Loblaw would provide
the Nation with a cheque representing the surcharge minus an administrative
fee for processing. Loblaw indicated that they have done this for other First
Nations in the past. Loblaw charged a 3% administrative fee for providing this
service to SFN.

3.3

An illustration of how this program worked is provided below; the numbers are
not actual.
Illustration 1: Surcharge and Rebate
Cost per carton
Surcharge
Invoice total

$ 100.00
10.00
110.00

Amount paid
Less: actual cost
Rebate
Admin fee - 3%
Rebate cheque to SFN

110.00
(100.00)
10.00
.30
$ 9.70
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3.4

The decision to raise prices to add the surcharge was done without the
knowledge of Council or the community. Although the rebate program is no
longer in place (see Paragraph 3.7 below), the consumer continues to pay the
higher prices for tobacco. There is no reference to an increase in price to
accommodate the surcharge and rebate in the Council Minutes. The sales
price of a carton of cigarettes is illustrated below. As with the above
illustration; the amounts are not actual.
Illustration 2: Sale Price of Cigarettes
Cost (including net surcharge)
Markup
Sports levy
Total

$ 110.00
10.00
1.00
$ 121.00

3.5

The total amount of administrative fees collected by Loblaw on account of the
rebate during the program was approximately $88,291. The total amount of
rebate received from August 2009 to February 2012 was $2,854,732 or an
average amount of $92,584 per month. We note that two cheques were
cancelled and the rebate amount was applied to invoices owed to Loblaw.
The cheques were for April and November 2011, in the amounts of $85,072.30
and of $92,248.84, respectively.

3.6

The program was conceived in the summer of 2009 and the rebate continued
until February 2012. We interviewed Ralph Davidson, however he refused to
provide us with any information in regard to the rebate program citing that he
was owed money from SFN for contract work he did with respect to the
Tobacco Shop.

3.7

When the rebate program ceased to exist in March 2012, the price of the
cigarettes did not change.

3.8

As noted in Illustration 2 above, SFN has in place a $1 Sports Levy on each
carton of tobacco. The funds received from this levy are not segregated in a
separate fund, therefore the total value of this fund is not currently known. By
segregating funds for this levy, Council will know how much is available for
distribution for sports activities. In turn, members of the community can apply
to Council for distribution of the funds if they meet criteria set by Council.
Funds collected under this levy should be tracked and deposited to a separate
bank account on a monthly basis. At the end of the year there should be an
accounting of the monies collected and paid out to provide a vehicle for review
and future planning.
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4 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
4.1

The tobacco operations are reported in a separate schedule to the audited
financial statements. A summary of the schedules from the last three audits
are shown in Table 1 below:

Table 1: Tobacco Financial Summary
Revenues
Cost of Goods Sold
Rebates
Gross Profit
Gross Profit %
Expenses
Donations:
Seniors
Community
members
Sports fees
Salaries and Benefits
Office
Bank Charges
Total Expenses
Surplus (deficit)

2010
$5,039,507
4,675,831
(726,926)
1,090,602
21.6%

2011
5,223,276
4,992,335
(1,113,630)
1,344,571
25.7%

2012
5,617,508
4,989,312
(1,013,256)
1,641,452
29.2%

Total
15,880,291
14,657,478
(2,853,812)
4,076,625
25.7%

340,116
319,471

323,623
154,070

513,272
212,763

1,177,011
686,304

67,326
75,039
22,143
16,630
840,725
$249,877

70,518
132,084
9,079
29,321
718,695
625,876

72,629
139,164
29,222
7,287
974,337
667,115

210,473
346,287
60,444
53,238
2,533,757
1,542,868

4.2

We note the following with respect to the financial reporting for the tobacco
operations:



Sales increased 3.6% in 2011 and 7.5% in 2012. We note that all tobacco is
sold each month and that tobacco supply is based upon a quota. For sales
to increase by 7.5% there would have to be an increase in population of an
equivalent amount or increase in price. We understand that the sales price
was unchanged and there was no known increase in population. Therefore,
the reason for the increase is potentially due to the heightened attention on
the Tobacco Shop which prompted less loss of product;



The gross profit percentage ranged between 21.6% and 29.2%. This amount
should increase in subsequent years because the administration fee will not
be charged by Loblaw. What was the rebate will now be included in the
mark-up to the cost of the product;
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Donations to seniors for necessities such as heating and medicine increased
by 58.6% in 2012;



Donations to community members increased by 38.1% in 2012; and,



There is no reference to the $1 sports levy in the schedule.

4.3

In March 2012 the auditor, Lenehan and Associates, provided a report to
Council which indicated that there was a variance of $525,954.31 in the
tobacco revenues. We did not perform a detailed review of this calculation
because the deficiencies in the record keeping and processes as noted in
Section 2 make it extremely difficult to conclude on the specific reasons for the
apparent deficiencies.

4.4

Due to the amount of money that was reportedly received and disbursed
through the Tobacco Shop without accurate record keeping it cannot be
accurately determined if money was misappropriated or simply not recorded
as paid out. Further, there were reports of inventory movements that were not
tracked. This further complicates any accounting of alleged losses.

4.5

In addition, the calculation provided by Lenehan and Associates used
averages for the cost of the cigarettes. The time required to perform the same
exercise with the exact cost and sales prices would be extensive and any
conclusion would still have to deal with the insufficiency of the records and
cash transactions. Accordingly, we cannot provide further comment on the
variance calculated by Lenehan and Associates. At a minimum, it highlights
the need for proper processes and controls to guard against losses and if
there are losses in the future; provide management with the tools to identify
how the loss happened and who is directly responsible.
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5 SECURITY
5.1

Concerns were raised with respect to people seen taking cases of cigarettes
from the Tobacco Shop. During our review we noted that an alarm system is
used to protect not only the Band office but also the Tobacco Shop within the
office.

5.2

MNP obtained an Alarm Code Activation Report (“ACA Report”) from the
security company engaged to monitor the security system, Chubb Edwards
(“Chubb”). We conducted an analysis of the report as provided by Chubb for
the period of April 12, 2010 to April 1, 2012. The purpose of the review was to
determine if there were any activations which could identify incidents and the
persons responsible for the incidents. The data prior to April 12, 2010 was not
available.

5.3

We were provided with a map of the interior of the Band Office which indicates
where each alarm was positioned. Alarm “2” was identified as the alarm panel
for the Tobacco Shop, alarm “1” is located in the front of the lobby of the
building and alarm “3” is located at the doors to the remainder of the building.

5.4

Chubb advised that SFN controlled the allocation of the access numbers
(code) and did not provide them with the user names associated with the user
numbers. MNP spoke to the current security manager, Kevin Copage who
indicated that the list of employees had been updated but as of April 2012 the
following persons held the following user numbers:
Table 2: Security Number Allocation
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
25

Name
Ritchie Sack
No assignment
Doreen Knockwood
Wayne Howe
Elizabeth Michael
Sandra Julian
Pauline Paul
M Paul
Janice Paul
Kevin Copage
Jenn Knockwood
Dana Gloade
Desi Brooks
Jerry Sack
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5.5

The procedure for setting alarms and deactivating alarms is as follows; the first
person in the office in the morning would deactivate zone 1 and 3 (the front
lobby and other alarm at the front), the Tobacco Shop, zone 2, would then be
disarmed. At the end of the day, two possibilities occurred; the alarm for the
Tobacco Shop could be closed manually by enabling that zone or by using
“stay” for the area which essentially alarmed that area without alarming the
other areas.

5.6

In its review of alarm activations, MNP checked the date of the activations
against a calendar to confirm the day of the week for the activations. We were
informed by Tobacco Shop staff that the hours of operation were Monday to
Thursday from 8:00am – 4:00pm. On Fridays, the Band office was open for
half the day, closing at noon.
The Tobacco Shop is not open on the
weekends or statutory holidays. We reviewed the alarms for openings on
weekends, evenings, statutory holidays and times where the alarm was not
activated at all.

5.7

We further analyzed those activations specifically for the Tobacco Shop and
where the Tobacco Shop was unarmed and the main alarms were deactivated. In these cases, days where potential access to the Tobacco Shop
was available were highlighted.

5.8

We were informed that Doreen Knockwood’s (“DK”) pass code was used
exclusively by the full time Tobacco Shop employee, Dorothy Googoo to enter
the shop, as well as by Elizabeth Michael until she received her own code.

5.9

We noted that on several occasions the alarm for the Tobacco Shop was not
turned on at the end of each day whereas the alarm system for the Band office
was turned on.
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5.10 The following table details the times that the Tobacco Shop was not secured
by alarm:
Table 3: Alarm Activation Analysis

1

Who
1
Accessed
DK

Ref
1.

Date
2010-04-17

Time
22:03 –
22:08

2.

2010-05-01

13:13 –
17:36

DK

3.

2010-09-14 –
2010-09-20

07:42
15:47

Multiple

4.

2010-09-30

19:44 –
22:18

JP

5.

2010-10-03

DK

6.

2010-10-11

09:50 –
09:57
10:06 –
15:18

7.

2010-10-25 –
2010-10-26

08:06
16:45

JP

8.

2010-10-28

17:42

JP

9.

2010-11-07

JP

10.

2010-12-03

09:02 –
13:18
14:54 –
19:23

11.

2010-12-05 –
2010-12-06

11:18
16:47

DK
JP

12.

2011-01-02

08:52 –
19:09

DK

JP

DK

Explanation
Saturday evening all alarms are
deactivated and reactivated 5
minutes later
Saturday afternoon, all the alarms
are deactivated and alarmed at
17:26 to be deactivated and
alarmed again from 17:30 – 17:36
The alarm was not armed on the
th
14 of September and other alarms
were armed at 18:16 on the same
date by Pauline Paul (janitor) –
other days Band Office closed as
usual
Tuesday evening the all alarms
deactivated and then reactivated
approx 2.5 hours later
Sunday all three alarms deactivated
and 7 mins later alarmed
Thanksgiving Monday, all three
alarms are deactivated and
reactivated 5 hours later
Monday all alarms deactivated at
start of business and not alarmed
until the following day at close of
business – Tobacco Shop not
alarmed until 2010-10-27
All alarms not armed until after
business hours
Sunday alarms deactivated and
armed some 4 hours later
Friday 1/2 day – alarm armed at
14:02 by DK then re-opened and
then armed 4 ½ hours later
Sunday DK deactivated the alarms
and left them off overnight when
they were armed and re-opened the
following morning by JP
Sunday alarms deactivated and
armed 11 hours later

The initials are based upon the name associated with the security number used to access the system.
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Who
1
Accessed
DK

Ref
13.

Date
2011-01-10 –
2011-01-13

Time
08:52
16:54

14.

2011-01-20 –
2011-01-21

08:07

DK

15.

2011-02-04 –
2011-02-06

08:03
18:57

DK
PP

16.

2011-03-10 –
2011-03-11

08:05
18:26

DK

17.

2011-04-03

15:13 –
15:17

JP

18.

2011-07-26 –
2011-07-27

10:05
15:50

DK
PP

19.

2011-09-23 –
2011-09-25

08:08
11:31

DK
PP

20.

2011-12-12

08:01 –
21:50

DK
PP

21.

2012-01-01

08:07 –
19:02

DK
PP

22.

2012-01-20

08:08 –
18:20

DK
PP

23.

2012-01-18

DK

24.

2012-03-04

13:13 –
13:24
13:15 –
13:19

Explanation
Monday alarms deactivated and
Tobacco Shop not armed – on the
th
12 of Jan all alarms are off in the
Band Office overnight – the
Tobacco Shop is not armed again
th
until the 19 of Jan
Tuesday alarms are deactivated on
opening – Tobacco Shop not armed
st
th
until Jan 21 – on Jan 20 main
alarms armed at 22:32
Friday alarms are deactivated on
opening – they are not alarmed
over the weekend until Sunday
evening by Pauline Paul
Thursday alarms are deactivated
on opening and left open overnight
– Friday they were closed after
hours
Sunday all alarms are deactivated
and then armed some 4 minutes
later
Tuesday alarms are deactivated
and not closed overnight – armed
th
at close of business on July 27
Friday tobacco alarm is deactivated
and not closed until Sunday – PP
enters at 09:37 Sunday and leaves
at 11:31
Monday alarms deactivated in
morning and not armed until late in
the evening
Tuesday alarms deactivated in
morning and not armed until late in
the evening
Friday alarms deactivated in the
morning and not armed until
evening – work on ½ days on
Friday
Saturday

JP

Saturday

5.11 On a number of occasions the Tobacco Shop alarm was not activated for
several days.
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5.12 We interviewed a number of people with respect to the alleged theft of
inventory.
Although allegations were made, direct evidence from
documentation and security records were not found due to the insufficiency of
the information. In our interview with J. Hayes we asked him about why there
were alleged losses in the Tobacco Shop and he advised “Well because they
were taking product and selling it… I mean not through the Tobacco Shop.
They were taking product and going somewhere else and selling it.”
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6 CONCLUSION
6.1

The operation of the Tobacco Shop did not provide an environment of strong
controls and processes to mitigate the opportunity for the misappropriation of
money and product. Based upon the available information and comments by
witnesses we are not able to assess the amount of the losses and who was
responsible.

6.2

Based upon our observations it is very likely that amounts were inappropriately
loaned or paid from the Tobacco Shop to members of the community where
the recovery of the amounts will not be possible.

6.3

The Tobacco Shop was used as a source of cash flow for other departments
at SFN such as Social and Welfare.

6.4

A rebate program was set up with a major supplier without the knowledge of
the Council and community members. The total amount of rebate, net of
administration fee, during the period of August 2009 through February 2012
was $2,854,732. This program included an administration fee charged by
Loblaw that totalled $88,291. The pricing effectively remains in place without
the administration fee being paid to Loblaw.

6.5

The establishment of the rebate program and contract with Loblaw requires
further investigation. A written contract with Loblaw could not be found
therefore it is unknown if this organization was aware of the arrangement and
the fee charged. Consideration should be given to proceeding with a formal
inquiry with Loblaw through legal counsel with respect to the monies charged
for the administration fee.

6.6

The tobacco operations require a complete process review to assist with the
implementation of proper processes and controls. This is required to ensure
that the department operates to the benefit of the community by providing the
profits to fund the special requirements of seniors and youth for which it was
intended.

6.7

Should Council wish to continue with the $1 sports levy, the levy should be
calculated on a monthly basis and segregated in a separate fund. All access
to the funds should be by advance application and approval by Council.
Applications can be collected and approved on a schedule that is suitable for
SFN.
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6.8

The amounts paid to seniors for heat, medication and other needs are not
coordinated with Social. We understand that Social maintains an up to date
list of members of the Nation who are eligible for additional assistance. Under
the current process, the decision on who should receive additional assistance
is assigned to the Tobacco Shop employees. These employees are not in a
position to know if a person is eligible or not. The Tobacco Shop is open the
same hours as the Social department, therefore if the receipts in the Tobacco
Shop are to be used to fund the needs of seniors then a process needs to be
put in place where the senior receives authorization from Social for the release
of funds from the Tobacco Shop. This would remove the onus of the decision
on whether to pay or not on to the appropriate department.

6.9

Should Council further decide to use the Tobacco Shop for other emergency
loans or community needs then the authorization should come from the
Finance Department. These authorizations should be different from the
disbursement forms currently used in finance.

6.10 A daily cash reconciliation must be performed where the receipts are
reconciled with the POS system. This cash out should be reviewed by finance
on a daily basis prior to deposit of the funds into the bank. Deposits should be
done daily. Consideration should be given to hiring an armoured car service
to pick up the daily receipts which could also include proceeds from other
band operations such as gambling and the gas bar.
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7 RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
7.1

This Appendix to MNP Report is not intended for general circulation or
publication, nor is it intended to be used for any purpose other than to advise
Pink Larkin, or as outlined in the Terms of Reference noted at Section 1 of the
Report. We will not assume any responsibility or liability for losses suffered by
any party as a result of circulation, distribution, publication, duplication,
reproduction, or any use of this report contrary to the provisions of this
Paragraph.

7.2

We reserve the right, but will be under no obligation, to review all calculations
and comments included in or referred to in this report and, if we consider it
necessary, to revise our comments in light of any information existing at the
date of this report that subsequently becomes known to us.

7.3

Our Report must be considered in its entirety by the reader. Selecting and
relying on specific portion of the analyses or factors considered by us in
isolation may be misleading. The procedures performed do not constitute an
audit and an audit has not been performed on the financial information.
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